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s a group, the national gastroenterology (GI) soci-
eties, the American Gastroenterological Association

AGA), the American College of Gastroenterology
ACS), the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endos-
opy (ASGE), and the American Association for the
tudy of Liver Diseases (AASLD), decided in May 2005
o reintroduce a GI fellowship match, starting in 2006,
or positions beginning in July 1, 2007.1,2 We review the
tate of the most recent, decentralized GI fellowship
arket for positions beginning in July 2006, based on a

urvey of GI fellowship directors conducted in January
005. Then we consider what is required for the new
atch to be successful and how the transition from the

urrent decentralized market to a match can be facili-
ated. In this we draw on the experience of other markets,
oth medical and nonmedical.

A Brief History of the Previous
Match and Its Demise

From 1986 to the late 1990s, the market for GI
ellows was organized through the National Resident

atching Program/Specialty Matching Services (NRMP/
MS). This resolved a number of problems the market
ad earlier experienced, in the same way that similar
roblems had been resolved in the market for residents
y the introduction of the NRMP.3,4 Starting in 1996,
articipation in the GI match declined precipitously, and
he match was formally abandoned in 1999.5–9 Following
he abandonment of the match, the interviewing and
iring of prospective GI fellows became earlier and more
ispersed in time. Consequently, many potential fellows
ere faced, early in their careers as residents, with a
ecision about whether to accept an offer from a partic-
lar fellowship program, to which they needed to re-
pond before they could learn what other opportunities
ight be available.10–12 One result of this was that the
obility of potential GI fellows was substantially re-

uced, as many local markets replaced the national mar-
et that had existed under the match, so that GI fellows
ore often started to work at the same hospital at which

hey had done their residency or at a nearby hospital.13

Before the decision to reinstitute the GI match, there
as active discussion of whether this would be desirable
nd feasible.1–18
In the meantime, in 2002, an antitrust suit was filed
gainst the NRMP.19 Congress passed legislation clari-
ying that the NRMP does not violate antitrust laws
Public Law No. 108-218, 2004),20 which included lan-
uage stating the sense of the Congress was that the
RMP is a procompetitive form of market organization,

hat is, that it helped create a thick market and did not
educe wages.4,21,22 The case was dismissed.18,23 Conse-
uently, it appears that there is no legal cloud of any sort
ver the new GI match.

The Market for GI Fellows in 2004–
2005 (for 2006 Positions): Survey
of GI Fellowship Directors

In January 2005, in preparation for the biannual
I Fellowship Program Directors’ meeting, and before

he decision to reintroduce a GI fellowship match was
ade, a questionnaire was e-mailed to the 154 GI fel-

owship programs that are accredited by the Accredita-
ion Council for Graduate Medical Education and eligi-
le to participate in a match (this excludes 3 military
rograms; see http://www.acgme.org/adspublic/ for a list
f the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Edu-
ation–accredited programs and Appendix 1). If no reply
as received, the request was e-mailed to the fellowship
rogram a second time. Sixty-six program directors re-
lied, including 2 from Puerto Rico who were subse-
uently excluded from analysis due to interest in focus-
ng on US-based programs. The 64 US-based programs
ffered a total of 215 positions, of which 40 were basic
cience research positions and 54 were clinical science
esearch positions. On average, the programs that re-
ponded were the larger ones. Overall, 203 GI fellows
ere hired by these programs.
The survey focused on the mechanics of how fellows

re hired. We paid particular attention to timing, be-
ause the kind of market failure that originally led to the
reation of the NRMP and SMS matches involved the
unraveling” of the hiring process.3,4 When a market

Abbreviations used in this paper: AGA, American Gastroenterologi-
al Association; GI, gastroenterology.
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nravels, hiring by different programs occurs earlier and
arlier, and more dispersed in time, and applicants are
requently faced with the need to respond to offers before
eing able to find out what other programs might be
nterested in them; at the same time, program directors
nd that if they delay, desirable applicants may go
lsewhere. This is the kind of problem that led to the
doption of the original GI match in 1986.11 Indeed, this
s a problem that has afflicted a number of markets, not
ust medical markets.24 Thus, we inquired in the survey
bout when interviews were conducted, when offers were
ade, and how long offers remained open. We also asked

ow program directors’ decisions were influenced by
arket conditions.

Timing of Interviews

We asked when program directors conducted
heir first and last interviews for positions beginning in
uly 2006. We also asked when they expected to start
nterviewing for positions beginning in July 2007 (be-
ause no decision had yet been made to reintroduce the
I fellowship match, this was a question about what

hey expected to do if the market remained decentralized
ie, in the absence of a match]).

Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution of pro-
rams that started interviewing by the time of any given
-week period. Programs that start their interviews, for
xample, from December 23 to January 6 are coded as

Proportion of hospitals that started interviewing

0
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aug sept oct nov dec jan feb mar apr

Start 07 Survey

Start 06 Survey

Start 05

Start 03 

Match Start 05

igure 1. The cumulative distribution of programs that started inter-
iewing by the time of any given 2-week period. Match Start 05,
nterview dates of internal medicine subspecialties that participate in
he SMS match for positions starting in 2005; Start 03 and Start 05,
tart dates of interviewing for GI fellowship positions beginning in
003 and 2005, respectively (data from Freida online [http://www.
ma-assn.org/ama/pub/category/2997.html] and from Niederle and
oth11); Start 06 Survey, the replies from the survey of GI program
irectors to the question of when they started interviewing for 2006
ositions; Start 07 Survey, the answers to the question of when GI
rogram directors expected to start interviewing for 2007 positions
without a centralized match, for programs that do not start interview-
ng before August).
tarting in January, and those that start between January fi
and January 22 are coded as starting in mid-January.
his way, programs that start interviewing on the last
ay of a month or the first day of the next month (both
ommon dates) are coded as starting at the same time.

Note that not only do GI fellowship programs inter-
iew substantially earlier than do programs in internal
edicine subspecialties that use the SMS match, but the
I interviews have moved earlier and earlier each year.
or example, Figure 1 shows that only 60% of programs
ad started interviewing for 2003 positions by mid-
ecember, but this percentage had already been reached
y November for 2005 positions and by mid-October for
006 positions. Interviews later in program year 2 would
ive applicants more time to complete GI electives,
onduct research, and secure letters of recommendation
or their work done during program year 2.

The 51 programs that provided both a start date for
nterviews for 2006 positions and an anticipated start
ate for interviews for 2007 positions and do not start
nterviewing before August plan to start significantly
arlier for 2007 positions (P � .01, Wilcoxon matched-
airs signed rank test). Of these 51 programs, the pro-
rams that plan to interview earlier for 2007 positions
re the programs that started interviewing later for 2006
ositions. A regression on the amount of time the pro-
ram wants to move its interviews ahead (ie, predicted
nterview begin next year minus interview begin this
ear), as a function of when the program started to
nterview, yields a coefficient of �0.17 (SE, 0.07; P �
02). The relationship holds even when we control for the
umber of positions the program is trying to fill or the
ength of the interview period. This is consistent with
he view that programs that interview later find that
any of the applicants they would have liked to inter-

iew have already accepted positions.25,26

A total of 33% of the 63 programs (ie, 21 programs)
nterviewed from 1 to 10 candidates, and 51% (32
rograms) interviewed 15 or fewer. Only 2 programs
nterviewed 25–30 candidates. The median number of
nterviewed candidates is 11–15. The number of candi-
ates interviewed is significantly correlated with the
umber of candidates the program seeks to hire, al-
hough not with whether the interviews begin early or
xtend over a long period. Regression analysis shows that
he timing of interviews (namely the date of the first
nterview) is not correlated with the size of the program,
ut programs that interview earlier also interview for less
ime.

Timing of Offers

Figure 2 shows, for each of the 44 fellowship
rograms that supplied these data, the dates on which

rst and last offers were made and the duration for which

http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/category/2997.html
http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/category/2997.html
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he longest offer was left open. Thus, the figure shows,
or each responding program, a line that begins on the
ay when the first offer was made and ends when the last
ffer made would have expired if it was the offer with
ongest duration. This provides an upper bound on the
eriod in which that program had offers outstanding.
The graph shows that by November 15, 11 programs

27%) had already finished making offers, 12 (25%) had
ot yet started, and 21 (48%) were in the midst. Thus,
ffers were dispersed in time, with programs that made
ffers early often requiring answers before many pro-
rams had begun to make offers.
Figure 3 gives another view of the timing of offers by

howing, day by day, what proportion of programs are in
he midst of interviewing, making offers (ie, have made
heir first offer but not yet their last offer), and having
utstanding offers (as in Figure 2). We have 50 programs
ith interview data and 44 with data on offers. Fourteen
rograms that hired 2 or more fellows made all their
ffers in 1 day.

Figure 3 makes the point clear that applicants are
nable to interview at all programs in which they might
e interested, which further limits the prospects of
choosing the most appropriate fit” for fellows and pro-
rams. It also makes it clear that not only are many
pplicants confronted with the dilemma of an early offer
hat expires before many other offers can be considered,
ut in fact they may often have to reply even before other
rograms conduct interviews. At no point are even 60%
f programs entertaining offers at the same time.

Market Pressure and the Scheduling of
Interviews and Offers

We also asked how many programs had inter-
iews cancelled because the candidate had already ac-
epted an offer elsewhere. Only 13% (8 of 61) never had

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15aug            sept            oct            nov            dec            jan            feb            mar

12
34
56
78
91011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132333435363738394041424344

igure 2. Dates of open offers by fellowship program. Each program
s represented by one of the horizontal lines, indicating the dates
uring which it was making offers.
n interview cancelled. A total of 48% had 1–4 inter- p
iews cancelled, and 2 programs had 12 or more inter-
iews cancelled.

Forty-five percent of programs (29 of the 64 programs
hat answered this question) made offers before they
nished interviewing. Almost half of these (ie, 14 pro-
rams) reported that they did so because of pressure from
he market. For example, 1 program director commented
hat, “To get the best candidates, we were forced to move
arlier than we would have liked.” Forty-three percent of
he respondents (28 programs) reported that they
peeded up offers because the candidate had another
ffer, and many other programs reported that in such
ases they provided feedback to the candidate about his
r her chance of receiving an offer. Furthermore, 33% of
rograms (ie, 21) considered how likely it was that an
pplicant would accept their offer when deciding
hether to extend an offer. More than half the programs

60%) extended at least 1 offer that required a reply in 1
eek or less, and 95% required a reply to some offer in
weeks or less. In fact, 21% of programs indicated that

he longest time a candidate took to respond to an offer
as 1 hour, 60% reported 1 week, and 90% reported 2
eeks. Thus, the market moved fast. It is not a market in
hich program directors can interview all the candidates

hey might like to before making offers or one in which
hey can safely extend offers to risky candidates, because
eanwhile more attainable candidates may take other

ffers.
Furthermore, 26% of programs (ie, 17) at some point

ad more outstanding offers than positions, although
nly 1 of them had to rescind an offer due to too many
cceptances. Even 1 rescinded offer reflects one of the
azards of the decentralized market, in which program
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igure 3. Proportion of programs at different stages of the hiring
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irectors may feel that to fill all their positions, they need
o make multiple simultaneous offers and rely on the fact
hat not all will be accepted. Needless to say, a rescinded
ffer to an applicant may cause him or her considerable
arm, if it comes after he or she has rejected other offers.
ne of the advantages of a match is that it frees program
irectors from any need to extend more offers than they
ave positions.

The Market Outcome

Recall that 215 positions were offered and 203
lled by the respondents to our survey. The 40 basic
cience research positions were only 73% filled, with 29
ellows. Fifty-eight clinical research fellows were hired (a
07% fill rate compared with the 54 positions initially
ntended for clinical research fellows) and 116 clinical
ellows (a fill rate of 96%). Of the 9 programs that did
ot fill their basic science positions, 4 hired more clinical
cience fellows (beyond their original demand). Thus,
here is some substitution between basic science and
linical research fellowships. In a match, this can be
ccomplished by having multiple classes of positions and
etting unfilled positions from one class “revert” or be
donated” to the other in case they are not all filled.27

Overall, 43% (ie, 87) of the 203 fellows who were
ired were internal candidates, that is, they came from
esidency programs at the same hospital. A total of 88%
f programs (ie, 53) hired at least 1 internal candidate,
nd 17% (ie, 10) hired only internal candidates.

Out of 63 program directors, all but 4 (94%) offered
he same wage to all their fellows. Furthermore, all but

(although not all the same 4 programs) offered the
ame hours on call. Eighteen of the 63 programs (29%)
ffered different fellows different amounts of time for
esearch; all but 3 of these programs formally differen-
iated the kinds of fellows doing different jobs (ie, they
ad at least 2 kinds of fellows). All program directors
esponded that offers are not adjusted in response to
utside offers and terms are not negotiable. Thus, while
ifferent programs offer different wages and terms,21 and
hile program directors respond in many other ways to

he contingencies that arise in the course of the hiring
rocess, it does not appear that they adjust the terms of
heir offers to the situations of individual candidates.

Building Trust for a Smooth
Reintroduction of the Match

One of the chief difficulties in moving from a
ecentralized market, in which many programs try to
ire earlier than their chief competitors, to a centralized
atch, in which all programs hire at the same time, lies
n fostering the confidence among program directors that
heir competitors will also participate. Program directors
ho wish to participate in the match may nevertheless
orry that if their competitors make early offers, then

pplicants may lose confidence that the match will work
nd accept those early offers, because that has been the
ractice in the decentralized market. That is, in the first
ear of a match, applicants may not yet feel that it is safe
o reject an early offer to wait for the match. Program
irectors who worry about their competitors may thus be
ore inclined to make early offers themselves. Recall

hat, before the reintroduction of the match, many pro-
ram directors sped up offers because they felt pressured
y applicants who were disappearing from the market in
esponse to the early offers of other programs.

There were 60 responses to the direct question, “Do
ou think a match would be better than the current
ystem if most programs would adhere to it?” A total of
3% (ie, 50) said yes. Of the 10 who said no, several
ndicated that “most” would not be enough for them to
ave confidence in the match. Following the announce-
ent of the new GI match, communications from pro-

ram directors confirm that this is a lively concern, with
ome expressing concern about specific programs they
egard as competitors.

These concerns can be partially addressed by the fact
hat the list of those programs that have signed up for the
atch is widely disseminated to program directors and

pplicants on the AGA Web site (http://www.gastro.org
nd Appendix 1). This list already (as of June 2005)
eets the NRMP/SMS requirement of participation by

5% of programs and positions. However, it may be
elpful to build confidence by taking additional mea-
ures.

One way that a lack of confidence in a late and orderly
arket is sometimes handled is to remove some of the

emptation for early offers by making them less profit-
ble. For example, there is a widespread agreement
mong PhD-granting institutions not to ask for replies
o offers of graduate fellowships until April 15 for posi-
ions beginning in September of the same year. Virtually
ll American research universities subscribe to a resolu-
ion of the Council of Graduate Studies that contains the
ollowing statement.

Students are under no obligation to respond to offers of
financial support prior to April 15; earlier deadlines for
acceptance of such offers violate the intent of this Resolu-
tion. In those instances in which a student accepts an offer
before April 15, and subsequently desires to withdraw that
acceptance, the student may submit in writing a resigna-
tion of the appointment at any time through April 15.
However, an acceptance given or left in force after April 15
commits the student not to accept another offer without

first obtaining a written release from the institution to

http://www.gastro.org
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which a commitment has been made. Similarly, an offer by
an institution after April 15 is conditional on presentation
by the student of the written release from any previously
accepted offer. It is further agreed by the institutions and
organizations subscribing to the above Resolution that a
copy of this Resolution should accompany every scholar-
ship, fellowship, traineeship, and assistantship offer.28

The first part of this statement says that all PhD
rograms will leave their offers open until April 15. The
econd part says that even if some program presses a
tudent to accept an offer before April 15, the student
ay accept the early offer and then cancel his or her

cceptance anytime before April 15 and accept another
ffer. That is, programs are free to make offers before
pril 15, even to students who may have accepted early
ffers, and so programs need not fear that students can be
aken off the market beforehand. Acceptances after April
5 are binding. Note that a program that might be
nclined to insist on an against-the-rules early response is
iscouraged from doing so in 2 ways. First, the chance of
ctually enrolling a student who is pressured in this way
s diminished, because the student is not prevented from
eceiving and accepting a more preferred offer. Second, a
rogram that has pressured a student to accept an early
ffer cannot offer that position to another student until
fter the early acceptance has been declined, at which
oint most of the students in the market have made
inding agreements.
The widespread adoption of this resolution seems to

ave largely ended the problem of early offers to PhD
rograms in most academic disciplines. Niederle and
oth10 showed that in both naturally occurring and

xperimental markets, the ability of applicants to recon-
ider and decline offers that have been accepted before a
ertain time, without fear of facing either retaliation or
xperiencing an inability to receive future offers, reduces
he incidence of these “exploding” offers to the point that
hey do not disrupt the market. Because, in general, it is
ery hard to enforce the time at which programs make
ffers and how long offers are left open, this policy helps
he applicants themselves to deal with such early and
hort offers. Because applicants can accept these offers
ithout compromising their availability for subsequent
ffers from programs they prefer, no program need feel
ressured to make an early offer itself just because an-
ther program is doing so.

Consequently, applicants’ ability to “renege” on early
cceptances does not disrupt the market, because there
re few demands for early acceptance; the primary effect
f such a resolution is not to punish, but rather to
nhance the confidence of the whole community that

ositions will be filled at the agreed-on time. m
It therefore makes sense for gastroenterologists to
onsider adopting a similar policy, adapted to the situ-
tion of the upcoming match. Ideally, such a policy
ould remove any temptation for fellowship programs to

xtend early offers and ask for a response before the
atch, by allowing applicants who had accepted early

ffers nevertheless to participate in the match. Under
uch a policy, an applicant who had accepted a prematch
ffer would be able to enter the match, listing only
rograms he or she preferred to the early offer. The
atch result would be binding, and if the applicant were

uccessfully matched, he or she would then be freed from
is or her prematch commitment and able to fulfill his or
er commitment to the match. Under such a policy,
rograms would have little incentive to ask for prematch
greements, because doing so would give them no ad-
antage in “capturing” candidates who would have pre-
erred to consider all the options available in the match
nd await the match outcome. Note that programs
ould not lose in any way the ability to attract candi-
ates who genuinely regarded them as their first choice,
ecause any program and applicant who list each other
rst in the match are guaranteed to be matched to one
nother.

Current NRMP/SMS policy, however, does not allow
pplicants who have previously accepted an offer to sub-
it rank order lists. However, current NRMP/SMS pol-

cies do not prevent applicants who have accepted early
ffers from nevertheless further exploring their opportu-
ities in the match by continuing to interview for more
esirable positions and then canceling their acceptance of
prematch offer if they wish to submit a rank order list.
Therefore, to enhance confidence in the match, the

GA has adopted the following resolution: all fellowship
rograms and applicants are strongly encouraged to par-
icipate in the match, and all programs are strongly
ncouraged to commit all of their positions. Early offers
nd acceptances are not in the spirit of this resolution.
pplicants are expected to conduct themselves at all

imes in a professional manner and are discouraged from
aking commitments unless they intend to honor them.
ny applicant who feels pressed into an early (prematch)

greement by a program, whether or not that program is
articipating in the match, can nevertheless enter the
atch; so that he or she can still interview and consider

ther programs. However, to comply with the NRMP/
MS policy, the applicant must either resign the ac-
epted position or withdraw from the matching process
efore the rank order list certification deadline, which is
sually during the first week in June. Offers outside of
he match by programs participating in the match are in
iolation of the NRMP/SMS agreement, and sanctions

ay be levied against that program and applicant in
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ccordance with the NRMP/SMS violations policy. All
atch results are contractually binding. The spirit of this

esolution is to make it unprofitable for program direc-
ors to extend early offers and ask for prematch agree-
ents and to give applicants an opportunity to consider

ll offers.

Conclusions

As gastroenterologists prepare to reinstitute a
atch, several points are worth emphasizing. The first is

hat, if the match is not successfully restarted, there is
very reason to believe that the troubles presently afflict-
ng the decentralized market will get worse. The 2005
urvey of program directors revealed that hiring for
ellowships beginning in 2006 was even earlier and more
ispersed than in previous years and that, if the market
emained decentralized, directors felt pressured to move
ven earlier in the future. The resulting decentralized
arket, with dispersed and early offers of short duration,

educes mobility of fellows and is widely perceived as
nfair to applicants and as discouraging entry into gas-
roenterology.

Matches run by the SMS have successfully solved such
roblems for a number of other internal medicine sub-
pecialties. The new GI match would use the current
RMP/SMS matching technology, which has been im-

roved in a number of ways since the last GI match, and
ow uses the Roth–Peranson matching algorithm.27,29

Among the benefits of the match is that it allows
rograms to flexibly fill different kinds of positions. The
I fellowship match has been set up through the
RMP/SMS so that programs may offer 4 different

racks or categories through the match: (1) clinical, (2)
linical investigator research, (3) basic science research,
nd (4) research. Each track in every program is given a
nique identifying code number by the NRMP/SMS. For
ach track, a program will submit a separate rank order
ist of applicants in preferred order. Furthermore, the
rogram can specify that if it does not fill all of its
vailable positions for one of its tracks, the position(s)
an be reverted or donated to one of the other tracks.
ositions are usually reverted or donated from a track
hat is least likely to be filled to a track that is more
ikely to be filled. In particular, by using the flexibility
f the reversion algorithm, the match removes the pres-
ure on programs to fill research positions early because,
f a research position cannot be filled, it can automati-
ally be converted into a clinical position.

For example, a program may wish to appoint 1 clinical
nvestigator research fellow and 1 clinical fellow. If the
esearch position is not filled when the matching algo-

ithm is run, an option is for the fellowship program to
atch 2 clinical track fellows. The program specifies this
n the NRMP/SMS system by submitting a rank order
ist of suitable applicants for 1 clinical investigator re-
earch track position and a separate list for 1 clinical
rack position. The program director then creates a re-
ersion in the NRMP/SMS system so that if the research
osition is not filled, this unfilled position will revert,
hat is, be added or donated to the clinical track, and the
atching algorithm will attempt to fill 2 clinical track

ositions from the clinical track rank order list.30

This is done in a way that if no suitable research fellow
s allocated through the match, the program will receive
he same clinical fellows as if 2 clinical positions were
nitially advertised. That is, there is no drawback for a
rogram to submit its true preferences for hiring 1
esearch fellow and 1 clinical fellow or a second clinical
ellow only if no research fellow is allocated through the
atch.
The main obstacle to a successful restart of the match

s that unless program directors are confident that their
ompetitors will participate in an orderly way, they may
ot have the confidence to do so themselves. Widespread
ublication of the fact that the large majority of pro-
rams and positions have agreed to participate in the new
atch will help alleviate such concerns. The AGA plans

o conduct an annual review, at least initially, of match
articipation and performance and of the policies and
rocedures associated with the match. The NRMP/SMS
lso has a well-defined policy in effect since 2001 that
ddresses any violations of the match agreement (to build
onfidence that there will not be cheating). If, in addi-
ion, the GI community adopts the resolution that the
GA endorses and is discussed in this report, enabling

pplicants to preserve their ability to enter the match and
ontinue to interview even if they have been pressed into
n early reply, this will make such pressure less profit-
ble, and hence less likely, and make such pressure less
hreatening to programs that participate in the match as
romised. Consequently, the primary effect of such a
esolution would be to enhance the confidence of the
hole community that candidates will remain available

nd positions will be filled in the match.
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Appendix 1. Web Sites

ccreditation Council for
Gradute Medical
Educational Web site
listing of accredited GI
fellowship programs

http://www.acgme.org/adspublic/

ouncil of Graduate Studies
resolution for early
acceptance of financial
assistance for graduate
students, including
graduate scholars,
fellows, trainees and
assistants

http://www.cgsnet.org/Publications
PolicyRes/resolutions.htm

GA listing of programs
participating in match

http://www.gastro.org/wmspage.
cfm?parml�640 (link to Training
Programs participating in the
match)
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